
MODEL: Extraudio X251 MKII Integrated amplifier solid state
This new MKII version positions the X251 as a reference amplifier
with more power and an even better finish.

Extraudio output amplifier module EPAM 800W x2 4 Ohms, damping
factor >1000, 40 Amps X2.

Include:
Remote Control
Charge cable
Power Cable
MUNDORF Supreme Capacitors Paper in oil, Gold and Silver 2%.

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + Chromed silver plated
Knobs and Remote control. 

X251 MKII

DISCOVERY LINE

Extraudio XP3 MKII Preamplifier Pure Class A solid state

Include:
Remote Control
Charge cable
Power Cable
MUNDORF Supreme Capacitors Paper in oil, Gold and pure Silver.

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + Chromed silver plated
Knobs and Remote control.

XP3 MKII

DISCOVERY LINE

Extraudio XP-A800 MKII Power amplifier solid state

Input Buffer pure Class A solid state Bjt + Extraudio output
Power amplifier module EPAM 800W x2 4 Ohms, 400W x2 8 Ohms,
40Amp x2. Damping Factor > 1000, Amplifier Gain 28 dB, Power Supply
RMS Power Limit 1500W peak.

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + Chromed silver plated
Knobs and Remote control. 

XP-A800 MKII

DISCOVERY LINE

53000zł

44000zł

44000zł
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MODEL: Extraudio DAC1 MKII, This new MKII version includes a
higher output level.

Discrete 4 channels R-2R Ladder Sign Magnitude, BALANCED DAC. 7
Digital inputs - BT HD, 2 i2S, USB, AESEBU, SPDIF RCA, BNC, Opt, 2
Outputs RCA and XLR R-2R  Direct, BJT technology. DSD, DXD, PCM...
Four ultra-low noise power supplies powered by two medical grade
toroidal transformers and with a filtering of more than 50,000uF, double
true mono, more than 600 resistors VFR 0.02%  tolerance, double FPGA
one for control and one dedicated to audio decoding... Extraudio anti-
vibration chassis, made of 6000 series aeronautical aluminum, designed
with solid panels. 
Include MODULE DUAL i2s input and Bluetooth HD
FINISHES:  High Gloss White, Silver or Black + Chromed silver plated
Knobs.
OPTIONS: Remote control RC1 DAC

DAC1 DUAL R2R
MKII

DISCOVERY LINE

Extraudio X800 MKII Integrated amplifier
"The magic of Thermionic valves, "

Could the X800 integrated amplifier be better? Yes, MKII is the answer,
more silence equals more sound, more than 21 changes in its topology
of circuits and adjustments of electronic components.
EXTRAUDIO MODULE EPAM 800W x2 4 Ohms
6922 Premium GOLD PIN valves, matched and balanced triodes.
Extraudio's proprietary premium audio grade capacitors.
4 WBT speakers Binding Post (Germany) 

OPTION: Phono Preamp MM MC IEC PH3

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + 24 karat gold plated
knobs

X800 MKII

ORIGIN LINE

Extraudio XP5 MKII is a pure Class A line preamplifier.
"The magic of thermionic valves".

Could the XP5 line preamp be better? Yes, the answer is the MKII
model. More silence means more sound, with over 21 changes in the
circuit topology and adjustments of electronic components achieving
performance and sound beyond parameters.
6922 Premium GOLD PIN valves, matched and balanced triodes.
Extraudio's proprietary premium audio grade capacitors.

OPTION: Phono Preamp MM MC IEC PH3

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + 24 karat gold plated
knobs

XP5 MKII

ORIGIN LINE

 

51200zł
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MODEL: Extraudio XP-A1500 MKII Power amplifier solid state,
DUAL MONO, QUAD Power Supply, Extraudio power 
amp modules EPAM Technology.

The new ORIGIN Line Super Power Amplifier XP-A1500.
Input Buffer pure Class A in Bjt technology.
DUAL MONO, QUAD POWER SUPPLY 
DUAL EXTRAUDIO MODULE EPAM
1500W x2 8 Ohms, 90Amp x2, Damping Factor >2000.
4 WBT speakers Binding Post (Germany)

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + 24 karat gold plated
knobs

XP-A1500 MKII

ORIGIN LINE

Extraudio XP-A2000 A pair dual mono power amplifier
solid state.
Input Buffer pure Class A in Bjt technology. DUAL MONO, DUAL POWER
SUPPLY, Extraudio MODULE Power amplifier EPAM Technology.DUAL
OUTPUT Speakers WBT classic Signature Pole Terminal (Germany). NOTE:
This mono power amplifier must be ordered to the factory configured in one of
the two possible modes of operation:
Configuration 1, Bi-Wire:1500W or 2500W x1 90Amp x1
with 2 identical WBT binding post speaker outputs (MONO or BI-WIRE)
Configuration 2, Bi-amplified: 800W x2 40Amp x2 of output on a pair of binding
post-WBT speaker connectors for high and mid frequencies drivers and 800W x1
40 Amp of two other speakers outputs on two binding post-WBT for the bass
drivers. Damping Factor > 2000, Amplifier Gain 36dB, Power Supply RMS Power
Limit 1500W peak.
FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + 24 karat gold plated knobs

XP-A2000 (a pair)

ORIGIN LINE

Extraudio DAC2
Discrete 4 channels R-2R Ladder Sign Magnitude BALANCED DAC.
7 Digital inputs - BT HD, 2 i2S, USB, AESEBU, SPDIF RCA, BNC, Opt,
2 Outputs RCA and XLR R-2R  Direct and other XLR and RCA High 
level with BJT technology. DSD, DXD, PCM...
Six ultra-low noise power supplies powered by three medical grade
toroidal transformers and with a filtering of more than 50,000uF, double
true mono, more than 600 resistors VFR 0.01%  tolerance, double FPGA
one for control and one dedicated to audio decoding... Extraudio anti-
vibration chassis, made of 6000 series aeronautical aluminum, designed
with solid panels.
Include MODULE DUAL i2s input and Bluetooth HD

FINISHES: High Gloss White, Silver or Black + 24 karat gold plated
knobs
OPTIONS: Remote control RC1

DAC2 QUAD R2R

ORIGIN LINE

 

110000zł

200000zł
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MODEL: Coming Soon 2024
Extraudio Reference Preamplifier pure class A, full
balanced, dual mono, Quad Power Supply, Dual chassis.
"The magic of thermionic valves".
This exclusive series of limited production of 10 to 20 units per year and
with advance pre-sale annually. 
Pre-specifications: Reference line preamplifier working fully balanced.
Control and analysis of audio by zero crossing in real time. 12-bit, ultra-
low noise binary volume control, 0.1% tolerance for superior stereo feel.
Large LED matrix front screen for indications.
Double anti-resonant chassis, specially formulated for electro-ionic
valves.
REFERENCE FINISHES: Satin darkened titanium or satin Nikel + satin
copper plating + high gloss varnish in pressurized chamber. + 24 karat
gold plated knobs.

REFERENCE
PREAMP

REFERENCE LINE

Coming Soon 2024
Extraudio REFERENCE Stereo Power Amp dual mono,
Quad power supply, Selectable class A or AB, Power
amplifier, with 4 electronic protections and exclusive
finishes.
This exclusive series of limited production of 10 to 20 units per year and
with advance pre-sale annually.
Pre-specifications:
Selectable, CLASS A or AB, Mono or Stereo operation. 
Pure class A mode: 4 Ohms 120Wx2
Class AB mode: 4 Ohms 790Wx2

REFERENCE FINISHES: Satin darkened titanium or satin Nikel + satin
copper plating + high gloss varnish in pressurized chamber. + 24 karat
gold plated knobs.

STEREO POWER
AMP

REFERENCE LINE

Coming Soon 2024
Extraudio REFERENCE Mono Power Amp (A pair)
Dual Mono, Quad Power Supply, Selectable class A or
AB, 4 electronic protections and exclusive finishes.
This exclusive series of limited production of 10 to 20 units per year and
with advance pre-sale annually.
Pre-specifications:
Selectable, CLASS A or AB, Mono or Stereo operation.
Pure class A mode: 4 Ohms 200W X1
Class AB mode: 4 Ohms 1000W X1 

REFERENCE FINISHES: Satin darkened titanium or satin Nikel + satin
copper plating + high gloss varnish in pressurized chamber. + 24 karat
gold plated knobs.

MONO POWER AMP
(a pair)

REFERENCE LINE

 

----------
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MODEL: Extraudio Ethernet LAN One CAT7, 1 meter.
(includes cryogenic treatment, five shields, total shielding, eight 
pure silver twisted pair cables with shielded RJ45 connectors of
category 7)
The only Ethernet LAN cable specially formulated to transmit digital
audio that has really surprised us with the immediate improvement when
listening to digital music. That's why we can say that LAN One is a
revelation for your digital music library.
It's hard to believe that a digital audio cable can improve the quality of a
binary 0 or 1, or in other words, a single bit. But what if we talk about
improving digital transmission? Here things change, since we are talking
about transmission and there is noise and interference in the
transmission of digital signals. LAN One eliminates and cleans the data 
flow, improving latency and jitter. This is the secret of our Extraudio LAN 
One digital cable.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

LAN One 1m

DIGITAL

Extraudio USB One High-end digital audio cable 1.8m A
to B.
(USB with cryogenic treatment, dual Extraudio ferrite core, mix of
graphite and pure copper 1.8m)

Our USB One cable is specifically designed to increase transmission
speed in computer audio, DAC, and digital music server applications.
The 1.8 meter distance is no accident; it has been part of a study to
eliminate digital interference, RFI, and intermittent connections.

This Extraudio USB high-end digital audio cable model includes our
exclusive ultra-quiet textile cover, cryogenic treatment, and gold-plated
connections.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

USB One 1,8m

DIGITAL

Extraudio SPDIF One digital audio cable 75 Ohm, 1 
meter (RCA to RCA or BNC).

Cryogenic treatment and 100% insulated, double shielded.

This high-end 75 Ohm SPDIF digital audio cable ensures clean and
lossless data transmission thanks to its solid polyethylene dielectric.
Specifically designed to enhance the digital signal of CD transports or
any digital source with SPDIF RCA or BNC 75 Ohm connector. It also
includes our exclusive ultra-quiet textile cover, cryogenic treatment, gold-
plated connectors and double shielding.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

SPDIF One 1m

DIGITAL

 

3800zł

3700zł

3900zł
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MODEL: Extraudio AES/EBU One digital audio cable 110 Ohm.
(XLR to XLR, Cryogenic treatment, three shields and ferrites)

The 110 ohm AES/EBU digital link is the perfect balanced digital
connection to enhance any music or movie system. This model unlocks
digital sources and reveals harmonic and spatial details with more tonal
richness and dynamics.
This high-end digital cable model includes our exclusive ultra-quiet textile
cover, cryogenic treatment, triple shielding, and gold-plated connectors.
Double ferrites are strategically and manually placed on the cable to
minimize electromagnetic interference in this cable.
Specifications: 110 Ohms, 0.081Ω/m, capacitance 46pF/m, inductance
0.8µH/m.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

AESEBU One 1m

DIGITAL

 

2950zł
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MODEL: Extraudio RCA One, high-end audio cable, 1m.
(RCA to RCA, cryogenic treatment, gold, natural, neutral, and
organic sound)

Its best feature, "does not color or equalize the signal," allows the audio
to pass without being altered, thanks to our exclusive mix of carbon core,
graphite, and pure copper. It also has triple shield protection and is the
solution for completely isolating the audio signal without interference,
resulting in natural, neutral, and organic sound.

This Extraudio RCA to RCA model includes our exclusive ultra-quiet
textile cover, cryogenic treatment, and gold-plated connections.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

RCA One 1m

ANALOG

Extraudio RCA Two, high-end audio cable, 1.5m.
(RCA to RCA with cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon
connectors)

This cable provides smoothness, silkiness, naturalness, and extended
dynamics across all frequencies, eliminating harshness in high
frequencies.

Extraudio's Two models include our exclusive antimagnetic components,
rhodium and carbon connectors, as well as cryogenic treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

RCA Two 1.5m

ANALOG

Extraudio RCA Three, high-end audio cable 1.5m.
(RCA to RCA with cryogenic treatment, rhodium, tellurium copper,
and carbon fiber connectors)

The RCA Three is a masterpiece. Analog interconnects are essential for
an expert-level music system. The RCA Three delivers ultra-defined
bass output while creating an incredibly quiet soundstage so that low-
level and high-frequency audio signals are displayed at an unmatched
level.

Extraudio's Three models include our exclusive antimagnetic
components, rhodium and carbon fiber connectors, as well as cryogenic
treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

RCA Three 1,5m

ANALOG

3950zł

14400zł
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MODEL: Extraudio Phono One (a pair) of 1.2 meter.
(RCA to RCA with cryogenic treatment, gold plated connectors)
Introducing the Extraudio Phono One: a high-end audio cable that redefines
excellence in the world of vinyl.

With a length of 1.2 meters and impeccable aesthetics, this RCA to RCA cable is
a masterpiece in itself. Its ability to transmit the audio signal without altering it,
thanks to our exclusive blend of carbon core, graphite, and pure copper, provides
a pure and organic sound.
The Extraudio Phono One comes equipped with an extra silicone conductor and
ground connectors designed for turntables, ensuring a perfect connection.

For a superior listening experience, choose the Extraudio Artisan audio cable
Phono One.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

PHONO One 1.2m

ANALOG

Extraudio PHONO Two, (a pair) high-end audio cable,
1.5m.
(RCA to RCA with cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon
connectors)

This cable provides smoothness, silkiness, naturalness, and extended
dynamics across all frequencies, eliminating harshness in high
frequencies, special for Phono use.

Extraudio's Two models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts, ground
cable, rhodium and carbon connectors, as well as cryogenic treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor. 

PHONO Two 1.5m

ANALOG

Extraudio PHONO Three, (a pair) high-end audio cable
1.5m.
(RCA to RCA with cryogenic treatment, rhodium, tellurium copper,
and carbon fiber connectors)

The RCA Three is a masterpiece for Phono interconnect. Analog
interconnects are essential for an expert-level music system. The RCA
Three delivers ultra-defined bass output while creating an incredibly
quiet soundstage so that low-level and high-frequency audio signals are
displayed at an unmatched level.

Extraudio's Three models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts,
ground cable, rhodium and carbon fiber connectors, as well as cryogenic
treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

PHONO Three 1,5m

ANALOG
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20370zł
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MODEL: Extraudio XLR One, high-end audio cable, 1m. 
(XLR to XLR with cryogenic treatment, gold and QUAD balanced
connectors)

In our XLR One, we use our ultra-low noise quad cable with double
shielding and cryogenic treatment that provides clarity, true timbre of
instruments, and enhances micro-details. "The effect of this cable is that
what is in the original recording is what you get."

One model includes our exclusive ultra-quiet textile cover and cryogenic
treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

XLR One 1m

ANALOG

Extraudio XLR Two, high-end audio cable, 1.5m.
XLR to XLR with cryogenic treatment, gold-plated
connectors, and pure copper and graphite cable.

We use our conductor with a mix of graphite and pure copper, which
brings naturalness and smoothness to the sound. We configure it with
safeguards to eliminate external interference from ground loops. This
model includes our antimagnetic parts, manually placed to achieve
maximum interference elimination.

Extraudio's Two models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts, gold-
plated pins, and cryogenic treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

XLR Two 1,5m

ANALOG

Extraudio XLR Three, high-end audio cable, 1.5m.
XLR to XLR with cryogenic treatment, carbon fiber, rhodium, and
tellurium copper connectors.

The XLR Three is a masterpiece and a breakthrough that powers any
premium audio system. Designed for audio sources and preamps, with
fully balanced high-resolution differentials, the XLR Three is for
discerning individuals who demand even more performance, timbre, and
precision.

Extraudio's Three models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts,
rhodium and carbon fiber connectors, tellurium copper, and cryogenic
treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

XLR Three 1,5m

ANALOG

4000zł

15800zł

22800zł
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MODEL: Extraudio Power Cord One, high-end audio cable, 2m.
16A EU, UK, USA, cryogenic treatment, gold connectors, pure
copper and graphite conductor, 14mm diameter, 6 wires. 

The entire game of a high-end audio system is played on these 2 meters
of power cord. The One power cable is the perfect solution for high 
current between 10 to 16A without noise, formulated for mid-to-high level
audio devices. The technology of mixing pure copper and graphite
together with its large section provides high current and produces an
even bigger and uncompromising sound. Using this cable provides a
more realistic music listening experience and superior sound articulation.
Extraudio's One models include our exclusive gold connectors,
cryogenic treatment, and pure copper and graphite conductor.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Power Cord One 2m

POWER CORD

Extraudio Power Cord Two, high-end audio cable, 2m.
(16A EU, UK, USA, cryogenic treatment, rhodium connectors,
tellurium copper, 17mm diameter, 8 wires)

The entire game of a high-end audio system is played on these 2 meters
of power cord. The Two power cord is the most perfect solution for high
current power without noise, formulated for medium to high level audio
devices. The technology of mixing pure copper and graphite together
with its large section provides high current and produces an even bigger
and uncompromising sound. Using this cable provides a more realistic
and dynamic music listening experience.
Extraudio's Two models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts,
rhodium and carbon connectors, cryogenic treatment, and tellurium
copper.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Power Cord Two 2m

POWER CORD

Extraudio Power Cord Three, high-end audio cable, 2m. 
(16-20A EU, UK, USA, cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon
fiber connectors, tellurium copper, 20mm diameter, 16 wires)

The entire game of a high-end audio system is played on these 2 meters
of power cord. The Three power cord is the most perfect solution for high
current power without noise, formulated for the highest level audio
devices. The technology of mixing pure copper and graphite together
with its large section provides high current and produces an even bigger
and uncompromising sound. Using this cable provides a more realistic
and majestic music listening experience.
Extraudio's Three models include our exclusive antimagnetic parts,
rhodium and carbon fiber connectors, cryogenic treatment, and tellurium
copper.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor. 

Power Cord Three
2m

POWER CORD

 

5000zł

12500zł

28600zł
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MODEL: Extraudio a pair of speaker cables, model One, 3m.
(Cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon bananas, tellurium
copper, 6 wires).

The One speaker cable is an essential component for a mid and high-
level music system. It delivers a well-defined and extended bass power
while creating a silent interface between some of the most challenging
amplifier and speaker combinations.
The Speaker One transfers power and nuances effortlessly thanks to its
6-conductor matrix with a cross-sectional area of 14mm, 3 conductors for
the negative pole and 3 for the positive pole. 
The Extraudio One model includes exclusive antimagnetic components,
rhodium and carbon connectors, and cryogenic treatment. 

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker One 3m

SPEAKER

Extraudio a pair of speaker cables, model Two, 3m .
(Cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon bananas, tellurium
copper, 8 wires).

Our mid-high point in speaker cables, The Two is an essential
component for a mid-high level music system. It delivers a well-defined 
and extended bass power while creating a silent interface between some
of the most challenging amplifier and speaker combinations. The
Speaker Two transfers power and nuances effortlessly thanks to its
16mm diameter single-section 8-conductor matrix.

The Extraudio Two model includes exclusive antimagnetic components,
rhodium and carbon connectors, and cryogenic treatment. 
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker Two 3m

SPEAKER

Extraudio a pair of speaker cables, model Three, 3m.
(Cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon bananas, tellurium
copper, 16 wires).

Our benchmark in speaker cables, this cable is an essential component
for an expert or high-end music system. It delivers a well-defined and
extended bass power while creating a silent interface between some of
the most challenging speaker and amplifier combinations in the world.
The Speaker Three transfers power and nuances effortlessly thanks to
its matrix of 16 double-section conductors with a diameter of 30mm.

The Three model includes our exclusive antimagnetic components,
rhodium and carbon connectors, and cryogenic treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker Three 3m

SPEAKER

 

22000zł

28900zł

50900zł
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MODEL: Extraudio One Bi-wiring model includes a pair of 3-meter
speaker cables. (Cryogenic treatment., Carbon, Rhodium
Tellurium copper, 8 wires)
The Speaker One bi-wired cable is an essential component for a mid to
high-level music system. It delivers well-defined, extended bass power
while creating a quiet interface between some of the most challenging
amp and speaker combinations. Speaker One bi-wiring transfers power
and nuance effortlessly thanks to its 16mm diameter single-section 8-
conductor array. The bi-wired Speaker One separates, by two pairs of
cables designed one for high frequencies, and another for low
frequencies (So that the speaker crossovers and impedance work
separately).
The Speaker One bi-wired model includes our exclusive antimagnetic
parts, Rhodium and Carbon connectors, and Cryogenic treatment.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker One 3m Bi-
Wiring

SPEAKER

Extraudio Two Bi-wiring model includes a pair of 3-
meter speaker cables. (Cryogenic treatment., Carbon, Rhodium 
Tellurium copper, 8 wires)

Our mid-high point in speaker cables, The Two is an essential
component for a mid-high level music system. It delivers well-defined,
extended bass power while creating a quiet interface between some of
the most challenging amp and speaker combinations. The Speaker Two
transfers power and nuance effortlessly thanks to its 16mm diameter
single-section 8-conductor matrix.

The Speaker Two bi-wired model includes our exclusive antimagnetic
parts, Rhodium and Carbon connectors, and Cryogenic treatment.
For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker Two 3m Bi-
Wiring

SPEAKER

Extraudio Three Bi-wiring model includes a pair of 3-
meter speaker cables. (Cryogenic treatment., Carbon, Rhodium
Tellurium copper, 16 wires)

Our benchmark in speaker cable, this cable is an essential component
for an expert-level music system. Delivers well-defined, extended bass
power while creating a quiet interface between some of the most
challenging speaker-amp combinations. The Speaker Three transfers
power and nuance effortlessly thanks to its matrix of 16 double-section
30mm diameter conductors.
The Speaker Three bi-wired model includes our exclusive antimagnetic
parts, Rhodium and Carbon connectors, and Cryogenic treatment.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

Speaker Three 3m
Bi-Wiring

SPEAKER

 

28300zł

35000zł
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MODEL: Extraudio Loudspeaker Jumpers, 4 units of 20cm.
(Cryogenic treatment, rhodium and carbon bananas and spades,
tellurium copper, 4 wires).

However, for various reasons, bi-wiring may not always be possible. For
those moments, Extraudio Bi-Wire Jumpers offer significantly improved
performance compared to the common metal jumpers that come with
most bi-wire-ready speakers.

The Extraudio Speaker Jumpers set includes 4 pieces of cables with a
mix of graphite and pure copper, 4 Banana connectors and 4 Spade
Rhodium connectors, each measuring 20 cm in length.

For other cable lengths, please consult your distributor.

JUMPER SPEAKER
20cm

ACCESORIES

Extraudio Speaker cable riser elevates performance and
eliminates mechanical transmission and interference.
(8-piece set)

Designed and simulated in 3D down to the smallest detail, to ensure that
our speaker cables are suspended and floating, eliminating any contact
and disturbance around them. Extraudio performance risers are built with
high-strength polymers, protecting the speaker cables that run through
the ground, eliminating mechanical transmission, low frequencies, radio
frequency, magnetic and electrical interference that interfere between
the amplifier and the speakers, further liberating our music.

Enjoy music with Extraudio products.

CABLE RISER

ACCESORIES

The Extraudio ISOLAN local network isolator.
"Are you tired of spending on expensive local network switches for audio? 
Extraudio's ISOLAN is the best solution if you only need to protect and clean the
digital signal of a single Ethernet local network connection. With ISOLAN you will
get exceptional sound quality and protection unmatched. Don't wait any longer to
experience the power of ISOLAN from Extraudio.
The local network isolator ISOLAN, provides galvanic isolation between the
device connected to the local network and the Internet switch or router, without
loss of speed. Even NAS or Streamer or any device connected to the local
network such as computers or other devices benefit from the electrical protection
and anti-interference of ISOLAN.
The trapezoidal or truncated pyramid chassis design is not random, it evokes the
value of a gold ingot just as gold is a safe savings value, the Extraudio ISOLAN
provides value and security to our digital audio devices and therefore is a great
value of protection globally.
Galvanic isolation insulation protector for local network with RJ45 Ethernet
connections of category 7 and 8. Provides electrical protection up to 5000V and

ISOLAN

ACCESORIES

5000zł

4500zł

2750zł
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MODEL: Optional Extraudio remote control for DAC1 or DAC2.

The optional remote control, compatible with DAC1 and DAC2 models,
provides greater comfort.
The functions are:
On/Off
Input Up
Input Down
Mute

It includes our own control software and additional advantages, such as
an internal charger via USB port, internal rechargeable Lipo battery, and
coverage from 20 to 80 meters depending on the country or radioelectric
interference.

REMOTE CONTROL
DAC1 and DAC2

ACCESORIES

Extraudio PHONO PREAMPLIFIER MODULE MM/MC
Optional module, phono preamplifier for MM/MC cartridge.

Pure Class A Phono Preamplifier with Bjt transistors and Op Amps.
Input sensitivity (MM input) 3.5mV (for full output) Input sensitivity (MC
inputs) 350uV (for full output)
Gain: MM (40dB) / MC (60dB)
Input impedance, MM (47kohms/120pF) Input impedance, MC
(100ohms/120pF). The PH2 has a Phono input for turntables compatible
with moving magnet (MM) cartridges or moving coil (MC) cartridges. Use
the MM / MC slide button inside the module, switch to select the type of
cartridge to use on your turntable. 
You must order the Phono module pre-configured at the factory with your
choice, or MM, or MC.
NOTE: Do not manipulate the module without turning off.

PH2 MM/MC

ACCESORIES

Extraudio PH3 PHONO PREAMPLIFIER MODULE
MM/MC/IEC
The Extraudio Phono Preamp MM/MC/IEC V3 is a compact and ultra-quiet
module that has been designed to restore the RIAA curve recorded on a vinyl
record and achieve an authentic and exceptional reproduction of analog sound.
This preamplifier features sound-focused technology, using small SMD and
through-hole components to shorten the audio signal path, combined with
highquality electronic components designed for audio signals, such as Styroflex
capacitors.
Additionally, the preamplifier operates with ultra-low noise BJT transistors
mounted in parallel configuration and is designed with an oversized, ultra-quiet
power supply to amplify the most complex musical passages.
All of this combined allows for wide, spatial, organic, true, and natural analog
sound reproduction on vinyl like no other phono preamplifier.
NOTE: Do not manipulate the module without turning off. 

PH3 MM/MC/IEC

ACCESORIES

 

4300zł

4200zł

5650zł
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MODEL: UP-GRADE Preamplifier Extraudio XP1 to XP5 MKII.

Include:
New printed circuit boards immersion in electrolytic gold and new
electronic components.
Electrolytic gold plated 4 layer main board and output PCB and all new
electronics components.
Updating the preamplifier software and the remote control.
Change frontal panel.
12 Hours labor + plus three-year extension of official warranty.

Not include shipment or taxes.
Not include Phono Preamp.

XP1 to XP5 MKII

UP-GRADE

UP-GRADE Integrated Amplifier Extraudio X250 to X800
MKII.

Include:
New printed circuit boards immersion in electrolytic gold and new
electronic components.
Electrolytic gold plated 4 layer main board and output PCB and all new 
electronics components.
Extraudio Power amplifier Module EPAM 800Wx2 4 Ohms
Updating the integrated amplifier software and the remote control.
Change frontal panel.
12 Hours labor + plus three-year extension of official warranty.

Not include shipment or taxes.
Not include Phono Preamp.

X250 to X800 MKII 

UP-GRADE

UP-GRADE Integrated amplifier Extraudio X251 to X251
MKII.

More silence = more sound, more transparency and three-dimensionality
in the sound, more than 21 changes in its topology of circuits and
adjustments of electronic components.
Extraudio EPAM module change of power amplifier from 280W to 800W
and 40 Amps X2.

Updating the integrated amplifier software and the remote control.
8 Hours labor, plus three-year extension of official warranty.
Not include shipment or taxes. 
Not include Phono Preamp.

X251 to X251 MKII

UP-GRADE

 

34000zł

43000zł

----------
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MODEL: UP-GRADE Integrated amplifier Extraudio XP800 to X800
MKII.

Could the X800 integrated amplifier be better? Yes, MKII is the answer,
more silence equals more sound, more than 21 changes in its topology
of circuits and adjustments of electronic components.
Checking and changing valves.
Updating the integrated amplifier software and the remote control.
14 Hours labor + plus three-year extension of official warranty.

Not include shipment or taxes.
Not include Phono Preamp.

X800 to X800 MKII

UP-GRADE

UP-GRADE Preamplifier Extraudio XP5 to XP5 MKII.

Could the XP5 line preamp be better? Yes, MKII is the answer, more
silence equals more sound, more than 21 changes in its topology of
circuits and adjustments of electronic components. 
Checking and changing valves.
Updating the preamplifier software and the remote control.
12 Hours labor + plus three-year extension of official warranty.

Not include shipment or taxes.
Not include Phono Preamp.

XP5 to XP5 MKII

UP-GRADE

Up-grade Power amplifier XP-A1500 to new version 2023
MKII.

New PCB input and power supply + new software.

Not include shipment or taxes. 

XP-A1500 to XP-
A1500 MKII

UP-GRADE

 

17000zł

17000zł

18700zł
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